But who are we?
Beulah . . . aka Beuls Blossomed from urban poor Quiet but no mouse Cool as cucumber In air conditioned house. 39 years 6 months of serving As poet and as teacher Using poetry and poetic forms like rapso As a lyrical liberator Standing too for literacy Not compromising the role of education You mess with her "children" You best run to the station.
And Dennis
Blessed and from the rural poor A friend --a 'brother' -Fellow teacher Poetry-lover Encouraging reflexivity These narratives emerging As we seek to identify the lessons, how these improve the self and the teaching.
We share our journeys Through glimpses of our teaching career The narratives as personal poetry Aiming to paint a sense of identity. Beuls starts with memories From her early exposure to the genre. Enjoyment, frustrations, love, rebellion, revolutionary Poetic expressions that ever lead to reflection and then to action. "I come from the nigger yard of yesterday" She quotes from Martin Carter 1 , "leaping from the oppressors' hate and the scorn of myself, from the agony of the dark hut in the shadow and the hurt of things; from the long days of cruelty and the long nights of pain down to the wide streets of tomorrow 22 We contend that within this artistic medium Experiences became profoundly alive. Through our poetic explorations Our lives and teaching improved As we sought to speak against injustice and repression. As we grew from self-acclaimed gurus To learning facilitators and liberators. As we sought to light the fire of hope We were inspired and still aspire To become life-long learners. Throughout our practice we came to realise That the day became more understandable Even bearable When we reflected And then we wrote so that we could Take action! We celebrate the poetry! So we Invited our friend Theresa A. To be chief critic and reviewer. It's her turn now . . . lets hear her. In summary, We celebrate confidently Poetry as an excellent tool for re-education Helping with Freire's concept of conscientisation. As teachers valuing each student's strengths and needs We nurture potential and powers of creation. As life-long learners and teachers, Differentiating and individualizing instruction We contemplate as teacher of teachers How to connect to our charges not as Guru or master instructor but as fellow learners.
Critical Friend
Like Marshall & Pahl we contend that artistic enquiry is 'valid'. We defend it as a useful way of knowing and understanding the value of teachers' experiences in contributing to improved teacher identity Through this poetic inquiry of selected Found poetry We re-realize That teaching is still a worthy prize.
We who once were neophytes Borrowing philosophies Mimicking practices From our prior mentors Looked deep within our being Reflected on the status quo And a fire was ignited A spirit of resistance It was a spirit to repel that status quo: Philosophies and paradigms employed To perpetrate and perpetuate Societal injustices on the vulnerable.
Instead we sought through our practice
To add voice to the voiceless Advocating that students and teachers Build communities of thinkers; of writers In our educational spaces. We ask ourselves and other educators To re-examine the value of education 
